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Three Paths to Better Business Decisions 

Business decisions take you down many paths. The Micron® 5210 ION 
SSD gets you where you want to go, quickly and efficiently. 

Overview 

Leaders depend on data, and the pace of business today 

requires analyzing and acting on that data quickly. Business 

intelligence platforms, which help support those decisions 

and actions, have been running on slow HDDs that force 

teams to wait for results. 

Micron® QLC SSDs like the 5210 ION narrow the 

affordability gap between performance HDDs and flash, 

enabling businesses to speed up time to answers. QLC 

stores four bits in each NAND cell (33% more bits per cell 

than the prior generation), helping achieve a more 

approachable price point for solid state storage. Micron is 

the first to make QLC benefits available in an enterprise-

class SSD.1 

This tech brief highlights three all-flash business intelligence 

(BI) platform configurations, showing their query processing 

capability and power efficiency advantages compared to a 

legacy configuration using performance-focused 10K RPM 

HDDs. 
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Fast Facts 

• Faster Insights: Get up to 7X faster 
query processing than 10K HDD 
platforms 

• Energy Efficiency: Analyze similar 
data with 3X lower energy 
consumption 

• Flexibility: Use Micron 5210 ION QLC 
SSDs alone or pair them with Micron 
5200 PRO or NVDIMM to match your 
needs 

•  

Global competition makes large-scale BI systems more critical than 

ever before. You need faster, more precise results to support 

lightning-quick, accurate decisions derived from oceans of data. 

Large-capacity, simple BI systems using high-capacity, affordable 

SATA SSDs enable you to build that kind of platform. 

http://investors.micron.com/releasedetail.cfm?releaseid=1068052
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Giving HDDs Their Best Chance 

The maximum degree of parallelism (MAXDoP) is a tuning parameter DBAs can use to maximize 

results. This tells the SQL server query planner how many parallel operations it can use for a given 

query. For our tests the MAXDoP was set to 96. DBAs can also adjust the stream count. Because the 

HDD configuration could only support a tested stream count of 1 (higher stream counts would 

not allow the HDD configuration to complete testing in under 12 hours), we also 

limited the stream count for the Micron 5210 ION SSD configuration to 1.  

We measured each configuration’s queries per hour (QPH) 

using DoP = 96. (Optimal values may be different for your 

specific configuration and workload. See the How We Tested 

section for additional details.) 

These values enabled us to make a more 

direct comparision to the HDD configuration. 

While it may be possible to get higher QPH 

for Micron 5210 ION configurations, this is 

beyond the scope of this direct comparison. 

Figure 1 shows query processing speed 

results in QPH. The HDD configuration at 

the left is the baseline against which the 

Micron 5210 ION configurations are 

compared, and the QPH listed for each 

configuration is relative to that baseline. 

We measured QPH improvements of  

3.4X to 7X for the Micron 5210 ION 

configurations compared to the baseline HDD 

configuration. 

5210 ION – More Than Just Speed 

The Micron 5210 ION SSD delivers more than fast results; it also delivers greater energy efficiency. We 

calculated energy efficiency (the amount of energy needed to complete a task, such as processing a set of 22 test 

queries) by recording the instantaneous power each configuration consumed in watts and the time each 

configuration took to complete the test query set.  

We again used MAXDoP = 96 and stream count = 1 for all measurements. While users would not typically adjust 

the stream count or DoP to provide the greatest energy efficiency (minimizing completion time is more important), 

energy efficiency shows how SSDs like the Micron 5210 ION can bring more than raw performance to BI 

platforms. 

Figure 1: Queries per Hour (Relative) 
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Figure 2 shows that the legacy configuration (in grey) consumed far more energy than any of the Micron 5210 

ION SSD configurations. (Note: In Figure 2, shorter (lower consumption) is better). 

 

The baseline configuration consumed nearly 3.3 kWh to complete the test query set. The all-5210 ION configuration 

consumed about 3.5X less energy compared to the baseline. Pairing the Micron 5210 with the Micron 5200 PRO 

decreased power consumption further, while the Micron 5210 + NVDIMM combination reduced it even more, to just over 

one-half kWh.  

Summary 

While rotating drives have been standard storage for BI platforms, newer flash technology like the QLC NAND in 

the Micron 5210 ION SSD is giving IT an opportunity to rethink that approach. Is the 5210 ION the right BI 

platform building block for you? That depends on your needs; but, high-capacity, less expensive SSDs like the 

Micron 5210 ION are a compelling choice for obtaining real insights from massive data while offering better power 

efficiency. 

Learn more about Micron’s QLC NAND technology and the benefits it brings to read-intensive workloads, 

including best fit applications, system density and standardization of affordable solid state storage. 

 

Flash – The Flexible Choice 

Platform designers look at BI workloads as very read-focused. Our testing shows there is also write traffic to 

consider during normal BI query processing (operations beyond initial data set ingest). When designing your all-

flash platform configuration to take full advantage of QLC SSDs like the Micron 5210 ION, it is important to design 

your platform to manage write traffic. 

We tested four configurations, each using the same database server hardware and software components and 

differing only in their storage configuration. In each figure below, write traffic (typically log files and TempDB) is 

shown in blue, and read traffic (queries) is shown in green. 

  

https://www.micron.com/products/advanced-solutions/qlc-nand
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Legacy Path 

Traditional performance-focused HDD-based platforms have 

used 10K RPM 2.5-inch drives, often many of them. We built our 

baseline configuration — the system against which we measure 

flash configuration results — this way. Our baseline configuration 

uses 8x 10K RPM, 2.5-inch 2.4TB HDDs configured as RAID 5. 

TempDB, log files and the main data set are stored on this array. 

All read and write I/O goes to this single HDD disk array. 

 
All-Flash Path #1: Micron 5210 ION SSDs 

QLC NAND technology is designed for read-focused workloads.2 

Micron’s introduction of the 5210 ION — the first QLC enterprise 

SSD — enables enterprise solid state technology at a more 

approachable price point. The first flash configuration is built 

with 4x 7.68TB Micron 5210 ION SSDs configured with Parity 

Storage Spaces.  

 
All-Flash Path #2: Micron 5210 ION & 5200 PRO 
SSDs 

This configuration differs from the all-5210 ION in two ways. 

First, it adds two high-endurance, 1.92TB Micron 5200 PRO 

SSDs, which are configured as Mirrored Storage Spaces while 

the Micron 5210 ION SSDs are configured as Parity Storage 

Spaces. Second, TempDB and log files have been placed on the 

5200 PRO group, directing high-write I/O to the 5200 PRO.  

 

All-Flash Path #3: Micron 5210 ION & NVDIMM-N 

This configuration is very similar to the Micron 5210 ION/5200 

PRO configuration except that TempDB and log files are placed 

on 12x Micron NVDIMM-N.  

  

                                                           
2  Micron QLC NAND  

Figure 4: 5210 ION Configuration 

Figure 5: 5210 ION & 5200 PRO 

Figure 6: 5210 ION & NVDIMM-N 

Figure 3: Legacy Configuration 

https://www.micron.com/products/advanced-solutions/qlc-nand
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How We Tested 

Table 1 shows the details of each tested configuration. Note that the server platforms are identical, only the storage 

configuration changes. 

 

Component All HDD (baseline) All-5210 ION SSD 5210 ION + 5200 PRO SSD 5210 ION SSD + NVDIMM 

Database 

Storage 

2.4TB 2.5-inch 10K 

RPM Hybrid HDD (x8) 

Micron 5210 ION 

7.68TB (x4) 

Micron 5210 ION  

7.68TB (x4) 

Micron 5210 ION  

7.68TB (x4) 

TempDB 

and Log 

Storage 

same same 
Micron 5200 PRO  

1.92TB (x2) 
Micron NVDIMM-N (x12) 

Storage 

Redundancy 
RAID 5 

Parity Storage 

Spaces 

Mirror Storage Spaces 

(5200 PRO) 

Parity Storage Spaces 

Mirror Storage Spaces 

(5200 PRO) 

Parity Storage Spaces 

Database 

Server 
Dell EMC PowerEdge R740xd 

Memory 384GB Micron DDR4 2667 MHz 

CPU Intel® Xeon® 8168 24-core, 2.70 GHz (x2) 
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Table 1: Configuration Details 

 


